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1. BACKGROUND  
 
In 2012 the Protection of the Environment Legislation Amendments Act 2011 (POELA 
Act) introduced several changes to improve the way pollution incidents are reported, 
managed and communicated to the general community. The Act includes a requirement 
under Part 5.7A of the Protection of the Environment Operations Act 1997 (POEO Act) 
to prepare, keep, test and implement a pollution and incident response management 
plan.  
 
This plan has been prepared to comply with the requirements in the POEO Act. 
PKG has one Environment Protection Licence (EPL) issued by the Environment 
Protection Authority (EPA).  This is licence EPL No 702.  This licence can be viewed at 
the EPA website. A copy of Page 1 of EPL 702 is included as Appendix 2. 
 
Details of this licence are as follows: 
 
Licence No:  702 
 
The PKG has an existing EPA licence ( EPL No. 702) to conduct “shipping in bulk”  
>500,000 tonnes per year from Lot 103, DP 1013971, Lot 104 DP 101397, Lot 41 DP 
1158340 and Lot 2 DP 736695.  This area covers No 6 Jetty, PKG infrastructure and 
adjacent lands.  
 
Note that Lot 104 DP 101397 is now primarily comprised of the new Lot 73 DP 1175848. 
(see Appendices 5 and 6). 
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1.1   OBJECTIVES OF THIS PLAN 
 

The objectives of this plan are to:  

  

1. ensure comprehensive and timely communication about a pollution incident to 
staff at the premises, the Environment Protection Authority (EPA) and other 
relevant authorities specified in the Act.  These relevant authorities include, in 
order of priority: 

 
a. Fire and Rescue NSW, the NSW Police and the NSW Ambulance Service 

if the event requires an initial combat agency; 
b. the Appropriate Regulatory Authority (ARA) for the activity under the 

POEO Act (usually the EPA); 
c. the EPA, if it is not the ARA; 
d. the Ministry of Health via the local Public Health Unit;  
e. the WorkCover Authority;  
f. Fire and Rescue NSW – phone 000. 
g. People outside the facility who may be impacted by the impacts of the 

pollution incident. 
 

Contact details for the relevant groups to the operations of Port Kembla Gateway can be 
found in Appendix 1 (Relevant Authorities), Table 9.1 (Immediate neighbours) or Table 
9.2 (Community Groups). 
 

2. minimise and control the risk of a pollution incident at the facility by requiring 
identification of risks and the development of planned actions to minimise and 
manage those risks;  

 
3. ensure that the plan is properly implemented by trained staff, identifying persons 

responsible for implementing it, and ensuring that the plan is regularly tested for 
accuracy, currency and suitability.  
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2. LEGISLATIVE REQUIREMENTS  
 

The specific requirements for pollution incident response management plans are set out 
in Part 5.7A of the POEO Act and the Protection of the Environment Operations 
(General) Regulation 2009 (POEO(G) Regulation). 
 
In summary, this provision requires the following:  
  

 All holders of environment protection licences must prepare a pollution incident 
response management plan (section 153A, POEO Act).  

 
 The plan must include the information detailed in the POEO Act (section 153C) 

and be in the form required by the POEO(G) Regulation (clause 98B).  
 

 Licensees must keep the plan at the premises to which the environment 
protection licence relates (section 153D, POEO Act).  

 
 Licensees must test the plan in accordance with the POEO(G) Regulation (clause 

98E).  
 
If a pollution incident occurs in the course of an activity so that material harm to the 
environment is caused or threatened, licensees must immediately implement the plan 
(section 153F, POEO Act).  
 

2.1   DEFINITION OF ‘POLLUTION INCIDENT’  
 

The definition of a pollution incident is:  
pollution incident means an incident or set of circumstances during or as a 
consequence of which there is or is likely to be a leak, spill or other escape or 
deposit of a substance, as a result of which pollution has occurred, is occurring or 
is likely to occur. It includes an incident or set of circumstances in which a 
substance has been placed or disposed of on premises, but it does not include 
an incident or set of circumstances involving only the emission of any noise.  
 

2.2 REQUIREMENT FOR NOTIFICATION OF A POLLUTION INCIDENT 
 
A pollution incident is required to be notified if there is a risk of ‘material harm to the 
environment’, which is defined in section 147 of the POEO Act as:  

(a) harm to the environment is material if:  
(i) it involves actual or potential harm to the health or safety of human beings or 

to ecosystems that is not trivial, or  
(ii) it results in actual or potential loss or property damage of an amount, or 

amounts in aggregate, exceeding $10,000 (or such other amount as is 
prescribed by the regulations), and  

(b) loss includes the reasonable costs and expenses that would be incurred in taking 
all reasonable and practicable measures to prevent, mitigate or make good harm 
to the environment.  

Industry is now required to report pollution incidents immediately to the EPA, NSW 
Health, Fire and Rescue NSW, WorkCover NSW and the local council. ‘Immediately’ 
has its ordinary dictionary meaning of promptly and without delay.  
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3. SITE DESCRIPTION 
 

The registered proprietors of the relevant land are as follows: 
a) NSW Ports is the registered proprietor of Lots 103 and 104 in DP 1013971.; 
b) NSW Ports is the registered proprietor of Lot 2, in DP 736695.  
c) Lot 41 in Deposited Plan 1158340 which consists of both the No. 6 Jetty (Jetty 

Land) and the land surrounding the NSW Ports land (Maritime Authority of NSW 
Land). 

d) NSW Ports is the registered proprietor of Lot 1 in DP 203780 (where the rail 
siding is generally located). 

e) NSW Ports is the registered proprietor of Lot 1001, DP1152601. 
 
Title searches of the relevant land have revealed the following: 
 

3.1 PORT KEMBLA GATEWAY LAND 
 
PKG has a registered lease over that part of the NSW Ports Land comprising Lot 104 in 
DP 1013971, Lot 103 in DP 1013971, Lot 2 in DP 736695 from the NSW Ports.  It 
should be noted that Lot 104 in DP 1013971 is now essentially Lot 73 in DP 1175848, 
though relevant licences and other documents have not been altered to reflect this 
administrative change. 
 
The Lease commenced on 13 April 2002 and is for a term of five years with three further 
five year options.  
 
PKG has a licence agreement over a small part of both Lot 1001 DP 115260 and Lot 1 
DP 203780 with the NSW Ports.  The licensed area “must only be used for: 

(a) “Overhead Conveyor Crossing from storage shed to #6 Jetty.” 
 
PKG has a registered Sublease over the No. 6 Jetty for the part comprised in Lot 41 in 
Deposited Plan 1158340 (a plan for lease purposes) (not including the land directly to 
the west of the NSW Ports Land). The Sublease commenced on 13 April 2002 and is for 
a term of five years with three further five year options. The Sublease has terms similar 
to that of the Lease.  
 
The PKG has an existing EPA licence ( EPL No. 702) to : 

 load/unload > 500,000 tonnes of “bulk cargo” per year from Lot 2, Lot 103 DP 
101971,from Lot 104 DP 1013971 and Lot 41 DP 1158340 .  These areas include 
shed No 4 (where mineral concentrate is unloaded from trains, stored and loaded 
by conveyors onto ships at No 6 Jetty and No 5 shed (where fertiliser is stored), 
sheds No 1, 2 and 3 (these are currently used for storing Soda Ash) and No 6 
Jetty and adjacent lands. Bulk cargo includes mineral concentrate, fertilisers, 
soda ash and other products. 

 

3.2 SUMMARY SITE DETAILS 
 

The site is located on the southern side of Port Kembla’s Outer Harbour. The site details 
are summarised in Table 2.1, and shown on the diagram in Appendix 3. 
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Table 3.1 Summary Site Details 

Address Christy Drive Port Kembla NSW 

Lot & DP Lot 2: DP736695 (owned by NSW Ports 

 Part Lot 1001 DP 115260 and Part Lot 1 DP 
203780 (owned by NSW Ports) 

 Lot 103 and 104: DP1013971 (owned by NSW 
Ports) 

 Lot 41: DP 1158340 (owned by NSW  
Maritime)   

Local Government 
Authority 

Wollongong City Council, though Port site 
development is covered by SEPP (Major 
Developments). 

 

3.3 SITE LAYOUT 
 

The site comprises the following main features (as detailed in Appendix 3): 
 

 Storage sheds No 1, 2, and 3.  Situated on Lot 103. They currently store soda 
ash. 
 

 Storage shed 4. Situated on Lot 2. The fully enclosed shed comprises an 
annex attached to No 4 shed with a single opening on the eastern side. The 
No 4 shed is located to the west of the railway spur and is used to store 
mineral concentrate.  
 
Storage shed No 5. Situated on Lot 2. The fully enclosed shed has a single 
opening on the northern side for truck access and a smaller opening on the 
southern side. The No 5 shed is located to the west of the railway spur and is 
used to store fertilisers. 
  

 Conveyor System.  Located on Lots 2, parts Lots 101 and 1, Lot 104, Lot 100. 
It is 560 m long,  and is currently comprised of three distinct sections. The 
transfer points and the conveyor system are fully enclosed with the exception 
of the moving section which is required to remain open in order to interact with 
the ship loader. The conveyor has a nominal capacity of 1,000 tonnes per 
hour. 
 

 Railway Spur. Located on Lot 1.  It is located to the east of the large concrete 
storage sheds (No 4 and No 5), where sealed containers of mineral 
concentrate and trucks of fertiliser are transported to the site for unloading 
into the storage sheds. 

 

 Weighbridge – A weighbridge is located on Lot 73 (previously Lot 104). It is 
used for measuring goods which are to be loaded, or have been unloaded, 
and also as a public weighbridge. 
 

 Stormwater Drainage Infrastructure – the hardstand area between the storage 
sheds (No 4 and No 5) and the railway spur falls to a catch drain. The catch 
drain is connected to the stormwater drainage system which contains a 
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humeceptor to capture heavy materials.  The stormwater then discharges to 
the Harbour. The location details are shown in Appendix 6. 
 

 Car Parking, Offices and Amenities – carparking, offices and amenities are 
provided in the adjoining South and North Wing Buildings located next to the 
foreshore. 

 

 Conveyor and Unloading System (Cement Australia). A conveyor and 
unloading system owned and operated by Cement Australia traverse part of 
the No 6 Jetty and Lot 41 and Lot 73. 

 

3.4 SUMMARY SITE OPERATION 
 

3.4.1 MINERAL CONCENTRATE OPERATIONS 
 
Port Kembla Gateway Pty Ltd has an EPA licence (EPL No 702) to export >500,000 
tonnes per annum of bulk goods. PKG has current contracts with the Cadia Mines to 
receive, store and load ships to export mineral concentrate.  
 
The process comprises the following steps: 
 

 The mineral concentrate arrives at the site via rail in enclosed and sealed 
containers. 

 The containers are unloaded by a forklift on the hardstand area and transferred 
inside the annex adjacent to storage No 4 shed.  

 Once inside the annex, the containers sealing lid is lifted, the container rotated 
and emptied mechanically into a dump hopper. 

 The dump hopper feeds mineral concentrate onto a small conveyor that transfers 
material into the main part of the No 4 shed.  

 The emptied container is then closed and returned to the train by the forklift.  
 Designated front-end loaders which remain inside the No 4 shed move the 

stockpiled material onto another hopper located on the western perimeter of the  
shed. The hopper is connected to the enclosed conveyor which transfers the 
material directly into the ship’s hold 

  
3.4.2   SODA ASH OPERATIONS 
 

Port Kembla Gateway Pty Ltd has an EPA licence covering operations for bulk goods on 
Lot 103, where Sheds No 1, 2 and 3 are located. PKG has subleased sheds No 1, 2 and 
3 to Bulk Maritime Terminals who receive, store and load Soda Ash.  This material is 
stored in No 1, 2 and 3 sheds. 
The process comprises the following steps: 
 

 The soda ash arrives at the site via ship. 

 The soda ash is discharged by crane into hoppers on the No 6 Jetty. This work is 
undertaken by Bulk Cargo Services and stevedores. 

 The hoppers load trucks which transport the soda ash to No’s 1-3 sheds, or 
transport directly to customers. 

 The trucks are unloaded within the shed, usually by tipping and by loaders.  
Operations are conducted in the fully enclosed shed. 
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 When orders are received, the soda ash is loaded onto trucks using front end 
loaders or special tanker loading equipment by the owner, and transported via 
road. 

 This operation is conducted in the shed to prevent soda ash dust becoming 
airborne outside the shed. 

 

3.4.3   FERTILISER OPERATIONS 
 

Port Kembla Gateway Pty Ltd has an EPA licence covering operations for bulk goods on 
Lot 2, where Shed No 5 is located. PKG has subleased shed No 5 to Koch Industries 
who receive, store and load fertilisers for the NSW markets.  This material is stored in 
No 5 shed. 
The process comprises the following steps: 
 

 The fertilisers arrive at the site via ship. 

 The fertiliser is discharged by crane into hoppers on the No 6 Jetty. This work is 
undertaken by Bulk Cargo Services and stevedores. 

 The hoppers load trucks which transport the fertilisers No 5 shed, or transport 
directly to customers. 

 The trucks are unloaded within the shed using tipper trucks and by loaders.  
Operations are conducted in the fully enclosed shed. 

 When orders are received, the fertiliser is loaded onto trucks using front end loaders, 
or the EMT liquid treater which can apply anti-fungal or other chemicals during the 
loading process, and transported via road.  

 This operation is conducted in the shed to protect the integrity of the product. 
Some trucks are trimmed outside the shed, only on paved areas. Any spillage is 
cleaned up immediately. 

 
 

3.4.4 OTHER OPERATIONS 
 

Coal tar: Coal tar is loaded onto ships at No 6 Jetty via pipelines from Bluescope Steel. 
The process is as follows: 
 

 PKG contact Koppers prior to berthing the ship.  Koppers ensures technical 
personnel are on site to supervise and monitor load/unload operations and to 
supervise the effective operation of the vapour recovery system. 

 PKG evaluates weather and swell conditions and forecasts prior to coal tar vessels 
being allowed to berth. 

 The coal tar is piped from Bluescope Steel via a permanent pipeline which is fitted 
under the jetty. 

 The coal tar is pumped into the ship, under supervision by Koppers personnel;  

 A vapour recovery system ensures odour does not escape the system during the 
loading program. 

 
Bulk Products: Include gypsum and scrap metal, as well as other products from time to 
time. They may be imported or exported from the No 6 Jetty. Generally the processes 
are as follows: 
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 These products are unloaded from the ship by cranes.  The bulk materials are 
placed into hoppers on the wharf.  

 Hoppers directly load trucks for transport of the material to storage or customers 
off site. 

 Personnel are on hand to immediately clean spillages.  Cleanup of any accidental 
spillage is usually either by hand or machinery, e.g. bobcats.   

 Loading of ships usually involves transport of bulk material in skips or containers 
on trucks to the No 6 Jetty. 

 The skips or containers are lifted by crane and contents transferred to ships hold. 

 The skip is returned to the truck. 
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4. REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS 
 

The operation of the site is required to be conducted in accordance with several pieces 
of environmental legislation, associated regulations and guidelines. The primary 
environmental regulatory instruments are listed below with a brief summary of their 
applicability. It is noted that this list is not intended to be comprehensive. 
 

4.1 PROTECTION OF THE ENVIRONMENT OPERATIONS ACT 1997 (POEO 

ACT) 
 

Environment Protection Licence (EPL 702), Appendix 2) has been obtained for the 
activities to be conducted at the site and the requirements of the licence have been 
incorporated into this P&IRMP. 
 

4.2 ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING AND ASSESSMENT ACT 1979 (EP&A ACT) 
 

The EP&A Act is the primary land use approval and environmental assessment 
framework for all development conducted in NSW. Consent has been granted for all the 
development on site. All activities at the site must be conducted in accordance with the 
consent conditions of Development Applications and requirements of this Act. 
 

4.3 CONTAMINATED LAND MANAGEMENT ACT 1997 (CLM ACT) 
 

The CLM Act controls the assessment of contamination and requirement of remediation 
of soils and groundwater. Should contamination occur at the site, then consideration 
should be given to the requirements of this Act. This Act requires the duty to report 
contamination to the EPA if it is considered to present a Significant Risk of Harm. 
 

4.4 ENVIRONMENTAL GUIDELINES: ASSESSMENT, CLASSIFICATION & 

MANAGEMENT OF LIQUID & NON-LIQUID WASTES (EPA 1999) 
 

All wastes generated shall be managed in accordance with this guideline. 
 

4.5 INDUSTRIAL NOISE POLICY (EPA 2000) 
 

The industrial noise policy recommends noise levels for industrial developments and the 
noise criteria for industrial and commercial zones are required to be met. This 
requirement is covered in the current EPA licence. 
 

4.6 THREATENED SPECIES CONSERVATION ACT 1995 
 

This Act is aimed at conserving biological diversity and lists threatened species and 
critical habitat throughout NSW. Development at the site has complied with the 
requirements of this Act.  
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4.7 COMMONWEALTH ENVIRONMENT PROTECTION AND BIODIVERSITY 

CONSERVATION ACT 1999 
 

Provides the legislative framework for the protection of species and habitats relevant to 
matters of national environmental significance. 
 

4.8 WORKERS COMPENSATION ACT 1987 NO 70 
The NSW Workers Compensation Act provides a framework for the protection and 
compensation of injured workers. The recently amended Act focuses on encouraging 
and assisting early return to work, and providing better financial support for seriously 
injured workers. 

 
4.9 WORK HEALTH AND SAFETY ACT 2011 NO 10 
New work health and safety (WHS) laws replaced the occupational health and safety 
(OHS) laws in NSW on 1 January 2012.  
 
These new laws will provide greater consistency, certainty and clarity across Australia, 
and make it easier to understand workplace health and safety duties.  
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5. DESCRIPTION AND LIKELIHOOD OF HAZARDS 

5.1 DESCRIPTION AND LIKELIHOOD OF HAZARDS, PRE-EMPTIVE ACTIONS 
Identified Main Hazard Description Likelihood of Hazard Occurring Pre-emptive actions taken 

Spillage of Mineral 
Concentrate.   
 
Main hazard is if mineral 
concentrate goes into the 
Harbour, as it is a heavy 
metal. 

Mineral concentrate is: 
 
- unloaded in sealed rail containers; 

 
- transferred from rail and stored in 

No 4 shed; 
 

- conveyed to ships by enclosed 
conveyor; loaded into ships holds. 

 
 
Likelihood of spillage is remote. 
 
Likelihood of spillage is remote. 
 
 
Likelihood of spillage is possible. 
Likelihood is increased in very 
high winds. 

 
 
Operations stop immediately if any 
spillage of mineral concentrate occurs. 
 
Spillage to be cleaned up immediately.  
 
Operations cannot commence until area 
cleared by Site Manager. 
Shiploading operations cease in high 
winds. 

Possible risks of 
irreversible effects 
through inhalation of 
Mineral Concentrate Dust 

Mineral concentrate has a bulk 
density of 2.4.   

Likelihood of inhalation is low. 
 
Mineral concentrate is unlikely to 
dehydrate sufficiently to be 
present as dust.  It is stored with 
sufficient moisture content and in 
cool environment, removed from 
oxidising agents.  

PPE breathing apparatus used by 
personnel when in sheds for non-
intermittent periods. PPE is not required 
when operating mobile equipment. 
 
Employees trained in good hygiene, 
including washing hands before eating, 
smoking or drinking. 
 
Eating prohibited in sheds. 

Soda Ash Spillage Soda Ash is unloaded at the wharf, 
trucks used for transport to sheds, 
and product unloaded, stored and 
loaded in Nos 1, 2 and 3 sheds.  

Likelihood of spillage is possible. 
 
Soda Ash is non-toxic, and 
generally considered safe for 
human consumption. It is used to 
alter the pH of drinking water. 
 

Apron used between ship and wharf 
hopper to capture any spillage from ship 
grab 
 
Trucks used for transport have rubber 
seals to prevent spillage from tailgate. 
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Identified Main Hazard Description Likelihood of Hazard Occurring Pre-emptive actions taken 

 Trucks travel slowly along wharf, and 
trucks covered for transport. 
 
Loading and unloading operations 
conducted entirely within sheds.  
 
PKG to conduct pre-shipping safety and 
environment review of operations. 

Soda Ash Dust Soda Ash is a very fine product, and 
when it displaces air it does create 
dust. 
 
 
 
 

Likelihood of dust arising from 
unloading operations is probable.  
 
 

Specially designed hoppers with baffles 
and curtains are used to minimise air 
displacement. 
 
PKG to review current operations and 
implement continuous improvements 
where reasonable practicable. 

Possible risk through 
inhalation of Soda Ash 
Dust 

Soda ash is not classified as toxic, 
but can injure the eyes and irritate the 
skin upon contact and be harmful if 
ingested. As a result, inhalation, 
ingestion, and exposure to the eyes 
should be minimized.  
 
Personnel handling soda ash should 
wear a hard hat, chemical safety 
goggles, long-sleeve shirt, trousers 
and gloves for routine product use. 
Personnel should not wear contact 
lenses. 
 

Likelihood of ingestion and 
inhalation is high within sheds. 

PPE breathing apparatus (respirator 
approved by NIOSH for dusts) used by 
personnel when in sheds. 
 
Employees trained in good hygiene, 
including washing hands before eating, 
smoking or drinking. 
 
Eating prohibited in sheds. 

Fertiliser Spillage Fertiliser is unloaded, stored and 
loaded in No 5 shed. 

Likelihood of spillage is remote. 
 

Loading and unloading operations 
conducted entirely within sheds. 
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Identified Main Hazard Description Likelihood of Hazard Occurring Pre-emptive actions taken 

Fertilisers are pelleted, making 
spillage and dust likelihood very 
low. 

Some trucks are trimmed outside; any 
spillage is cleaned up as soon as 
reasonably practicable. 
 
Spillage outside would only occur from 
trucks or loader.   
 
Trucks are covered before leaving PKG 
premises. 

Spillage of fungicide 
chemical for fertiliser 

Fungicide chemical is stored in Shed 
5 and applied to some fertiliser as it is 
loaded into trucks for transport off 
site. The fungicide is stored in IBCs. 

Likelihood of spillage is remote. Loading and unloading operations 
conducted entirely within sheds. 
 
All fungicide IBCs stored inside Shed 5, 
out of the way of machine movements. 
 
IBCs are fully bunded. 
 
Bunding in place around EMT treater. 
 
Spill kit in Shed 5. 

Diesel Fuel Spillage A 9,250 litre tank for diesel is stored 
on site.  It is located in a sealed steel 
bund with a capacity in excess of 
twice the capacity of the tank. 
The tank is filled by suppliers, and 
emptied by PKG employees into 
forklifts and loaders. 
Hydro-carbon material is also used 
for ship bunkering. 

Likelihood of hydro-carbon 
spillage is remote. 
 
Spillage is possible when 
emptying tank.  Likelihood is low. 
 
Tank could fail. This is unlikely, 
however bund has sufficient 
capacity to cater for tank failure. 

Bund sealing visually checked every 
quarter. 
 
Liquid hydrocarbon spills cleaned up 
immediately – spill kit available on site. 

Contaminated 
Stormwater 

Stormwater is collected from the roofs 
of building and from hardstand areas.  
It is drained through a humeceptor 

Contamination of stormwater is 
unlikely unless there were 

Spillages cleaned up as soon as 
reasonably practicable – spill kit 
available on site. 
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Identified Main Hazard Description Likelihood of Hazard Occurring Pre-emptive actions taken 

prior to discharge into the Port 
Kembla Harbour. 

spillages of loaded/unloaded 
material.  

 
 

Odour Coal tar loading may result in some 
odour issues in surrounding area. 

Odour likelihood is remote Vapour recovery system in place for 
loading of coal tar. 
Weather conditions assessed and 
monitored. 

Spill of coal tar Flange/gasket leakages 
Failure of pipeline 

The likelihood of a coal tar spill is 
remote. 

New gaskets fitted regularly 
Pipeline regularly inspected during use 
by stevedores, with Bluescope and 
Koppers supervision of operations 
Annual inspection of pipeline system 
conducted by Koppers 
Weather monitored for swell conditions 
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5.2 PRE-EMPTIVE ACTIONS  

 
There have been many pre-emptive actions taken to reduce the likelihood of a pollution 
incident. A list of these can be found in the Port Kembla Gateway Action Database, at: 
 
\\PORT2\Users\Public\Documents\Current\Environmental Management 
 
Actions taken to date include, but are not limited to: 
 

1. Design of equipment and infrastructure.  The mineral concentrate shed and conveyor 
system have all been designed to minimise likelihood of mineral concentrate 
spillages.  The product is delivered in sealed containers, and the unloading process is 
mechanical and fully enclosed.  The loading of coal tar now utilises a vapour return 
system to minimise risk of offensive odour escaping from the ship. 

2. Storage: The No 4 shed design maintains moisture content of the mineral 
concentrate material to minimise dust risk. 

3. Maintenance:  PKG has a maintenance procedure for all its equipment, including the 
conveyor and ship loading systems. 

4. Training:   
a. All staff are trained and required to have appropriate Workcover certificates 

prior to operating equipment. 
b. All staff trained in hygiene. 

5. Shiploading system: designed to warn when winds exceed certain limits, and 
automatically shut down at high wind speeds. 

6. Completion of site wide environmental management risk assessment. 
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6. INVENTORY OF POLLUTANTS 
 

The known pollutants kept on site at Port Kembla Gateway, and their locations are detailed 
in the following Table 6.1. 
 

Table  6.1: Inventory of Pollutants 

Pollutant Max Qty to be Stored on 
Premises 

Location 

Mineral Concentrate 80,000t Shed 4 

Soda Ash 20,000t Sheds 1,2 & 3 

Fertiliser 15,000t Shed 5 

Fungicide 7,000 litres Shed 5 

Diesel 9,250 litres Diesel Tanks, adjacent to 
Shed 4. 

Dustbloc 5,000 litres Shed 4 

Grease/Oils 200 litres Workshop Office 

Paints 50 litres Workshop Office 

 
The locations of these pollutants are show in Appendix 5. 
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7. SAFETY EQUIPMENT 
 

Table 7.1: Safety Equipment 

Safety Equipment - 
Description and Purpose 

Location Comments 

Harness for elevated work 
platform 

Workshop Office  

Coveralls/boots/masks Workshop Office (personal 
issue) 

 

Goggles, hearing 
protection/gloves 

Workshop Office + 
personal issue 

 

Warning lights Fitted to mobile machinery  

Red flashing pedestrian 
access 

No 4 Shed  

Warning siren on shiploader Shiploader  

Flashing light in travelling 
shiploader 

Shiploader  

Smoke detectors All buildings (24 in total)  

Life jackets In office  

Fire extinguishers All buildings and vehicles Tested 6 monthly (April 
and October) 

Fire hose reel Inside and/or outside all 
sheds 

Tested 6 monthly (April 
and October) 

Emergency evacuation 
alarm systems and 
assembly points 

In office buildings Assembly points: 
         1. Weighbridge 
         2. Carpark – North 
wing 

Flood lighting in sheds All sheds have flood 
lighting 

 

Flood lighting in yard Located on wharf and yard 
areas 

 

Lifebuoys Personnel gate entry to 
Wharf 
Contractors provide own 

 

Spill Kit No 4 Shed 
Jetty 
PKG storage (South Wing) 

Tested regularly, 
contains bunds, oil spill 
litter, masks etc 

Intruder alarm Shed 4 Back to base alarm 
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8. CONTACT DETAILS 
 

8.1 PKG PERSONNEL 
 
It is noted that the site has a small labour force and that there are anticipated to be ten (10) 
personnel present at the site. This may expand to a maximum of 14 personnel if mineral 
concentrate exports increase over the next ten years. As such, the following detail is 
provided below on the key environmental responsibilities for specific personnel: 
 
8.1.1   MANAGING DIRECTOR 

 
Responsible for: 
 

As required by ISO14001, the Managing Director has the responsibility and appropriate 
authority to: 

 ensure that environmental management system requirements are established, 
implemented and maintained generally in accordance with ISO14001; 

 report on the performance of the EMS to top management for review and as a 
basis for improvement of the system; 

 reporting of any significant environmental incident(s) as required to external 
stakeholders; 

 update personnel on changes in environmental legislation, policy and guidelines 
and to notify other relevant staff of changes that may significantly affect PKG’s 
operations. 

Additionally, the PKG Managing Director is responsible for: 

 total management of operations, employees and subcontractors; 

 stimulate a high level of environmental awareness at all times; 

 environmental and safety protection equipment being provided and maintained; 

 reviewing environmental reports and inspections and initiating any actions to 
rectify; 

 participation in safety and environmental incident investigations; and 

 participation in community meetings and programs. 
 

8.1.2   OPERATIONS MANAGER 
 
Responsible for: 
 

 the implementation of safety, environmental and pollution incident management 
measures at the site; 

 any persons or sub-contractors, who are engaged on the site, are aware of their 
responsibilities; 

 provide on-site advice in relation to the management of safety, environmental and 
other relevant issues; and 

 organising environmental training for site personnel. 
 

8.1.3   MANAGER – COMPLIANCE 
 
Responsible for: 

 conduct safety, environmental and pollution incident investigations;  
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 co-coordinating safety, environmental and pollution incident monitoring, data 
assessment and reporting; 

 assisting the Operations Manager and Managing Director with performance of 
their responsibilities listed in the EMP and PIRMP; and, 

 action safety, environmental and pollution reports and carrying out workplace 
inspections; and 

 maintenance and revision of PKG EMP and PIRMP, in consultation with other 
stakeholders. 

 
8.1.4   PORT KEMBLA GATEWAY PERSONNEL CONTACT NUMBERS 
 
Key personnel at the Port Kembla Gateway facility, with their contact details are detailed in 
the following Table 8.1. 
 

Table 8.1: Contact Details – PKG Personnel 

Person Position Contact Details 

Doyle Cook Managing Director  (02) 4276 3566 

0437 141 800 

Mal Cooke Operations Manager (02) 4276 3566 

0417 269 518 

Chris Rowland Manager - Compliance (02) 4276 3566 

0412 373 817 

Peter Gould Accountant (02) 4276 3566 

0414 408 259 

 
 

8.2 AUTHORITY CONTACT DETAILS 
 

Table 8.2:  Contact Details - Authorities 

Contact Authority Contact Person Contact Details 

Environment Protection 
Authority 

Environment Line  
After Hours 
Greg Newman 

131 555 
0427 277 313 
0408 206 035 

Port Authority of NSW 24 hr Service 
 
Vessel Traffic Centre 

 
 
(02) 4274 4571 

NSW Ministry of Health Public Health Officer Business Hours: (02) 4221 6700 
After Hours:        (02) 4222 5000 

WorkCover NSW  13 10 50 

Fire and Rescue NSW  000 

NSW Police  
 
Emergency Manager 
(Peter Cornelius) 

000 
 
(02) 4276 5126 
Mob: 0419 618 644 

NSW Ambulance Service  000 

NSW Maritime Craig Whitmore (02) 4274 7914 
Mob:  0418 429 467 
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9. COMMUNICATING WITH NEIGHBOURS AND THE LOCAL 

COMMUNITY 
 

9.1  CONTACT DETAILS 
Immediate neighbours to the site are industrial premises.  Immediate neighbours and their 
contact details are as detailed in Table 9.1. 
 

Table 9.1: Neighbour Contact Details 

Company Contacts Phone 

Bluescope Steel Lawrence Zammit    (02) 4275 5998 
0409 669 149 

Hyrock (NSW) Pty Ltd Scott Hines              (02) 4276 3020 

Cement Australia John Byrnes      0408 201 634 

Tug Berth (Svitzer) Phil Millwood           
                                 

(02) 4275 5800 
0407 287 109 

Wards Metal Recycling  John Ward               0419 494 644 

 
A map showing locations of neighbours is included in Appendix 4. 
 
PKG attends the Port Kembla Harbour Environment Group meetings, which are held on a 
two month basis.  This group has community representatives as well as all the PK Harbour 
Industrial Groups and Authorities, such as the PKPC and EPA. The forum provides an 
excellent opportunity to communicate with appropriate community, industry and government 
members.  
 
The contact details for community groups known to PKG include: 
 

Table 9.2: Community Group Contact Details 

Name Group, Gov’t or Industry 
Rep 

Contact Details 

PK Harbour Environment 
Group 

Chris Haley (Chair) 0400-358250  
 info@ecomaritime.com 

PK Pollution Meeting Helen Hamilton  0412-696323   
pkpm@optusnet.com.au 

Green and Golden Bell 
Frog Group 

Jen Byrne / Paul Wearne   (02) 4224 4100    
(02) 4224 4102 

 
The types of pollution events likely to occur at the PKG site are unlikely to be of major health 
risk. The most likely events are to be dust issues: 
 

 when unloading trains where the forklifts run on the  paved areas so dust generation 
is nil to minimal.   

 Loading or unloading trucks of soda Ash.  The procedures for this operation and 
product composition are such that the environmental and pollution risk is extremely 
low.  All unloading/loading has to be undertaken within the sheds used for storage. 
 

Other pollutants could be diesel spills or chemical spills e.g. Dustbloc.  None of the 
chemicals used are highly toxic. 

mailto:info@ecomaritime.com
mailto:pkpm@optusnet.com.au
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9.2 POLLUTION COMPLAINTS AND RECORDS 
 
Should a pollution incident or complaint be made, a record must be kept, detailing: 

 Date of incident or complaint; 

 How the incident/complaint was made (e.g., telephone); 

 Name of the person notifying of or making the incident/complaint; 

 Details of the incident/complaint; 

 Actions taken in response to the incident/complaint; 

 Communications with the person notifying of or making the incident/complaint 
explaining what actions were undertaken in response to the incident/complaint; 
and 

 Details as to why no action was taken, if no action was taken. 
 

The record must be retained for 4 years and made available to any authorised officer of the 
EPA who asks to view the record. 
 
A telephone complaint line is to be established and operated during the facilities operating 
hours. The contact number shall be visible on signage at the entrance to the site. 
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10. MINIMISING HARM TO PERSONS ON THE PREMISES 
 

Should a significant incident occur that has the potential to cause harm to any person on the 
site, immediate action will be taken as per Section 11 of this PIRMP. 
 
Persons on-site who are not suitably attired with PPE or have not had training will be 
required to assemble at the two muster locations for site personnel. This procedure will be 
incorporated in the on-site inductions for any people on-site. 
 
Instructions will then be given by the relevant person in charge, being either the Managing 
Director or the Site Manager.  
 
Employees have been trained in pollution incident procedures.  They will undertake their 
various roles in the event of a pollution incident. 
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11. ACTIONS TO BE TAKEN DURING OR IMMEDIATELY AFTER A 

POLLUTION INCIDENT 
 

11.1 ACTIONS 
Should mineral concentrate, soda ash or other material be released into the environment, 
the following procedure will be followed: 

 Assess the risks associated with the release and ensure that appropriate procedures 
are included in the response to address such hazards; 

 Identify the source and isolate/contain, including suspension of any activities which 
will result in additional source(s) being generated (see Section 11.3 – Deploy 
Containment Equipment); 

 Recover the material which was released as far as practicable (for example, sweep 
spilt material from the hardstand area); 

 Place the recovered material in an appropriate secure location; 

 Complete the incident response/corrective action form; and 

 Identify any additional controls/procedures to minimise the chance for similar 
releases to occur in the future. 

 
11.2 NOTIFY APPROPRIATE AUTHORITIES 
See Table 8.2 or Appendix 1 for contact details. 
 

11.3 DEPLOY CONTAINMENT EQUIPMENT 
Deploy containment equipment as soon as possible. The deployment equipment to be used 
will depend on the incident.  
 
Note that some basic oil spill deployment equipment is kept on site.  The company will 
deploy containment strategies while waiting for the specialist contractors, if they are 
required.  
 
Engage specialist contractors to undertake the clean-up and remedial work as soon as they 
are available. Specialist contractors include those listed in Table 11.1. 
 
Note: Actions are taken to not operate during times of high risk i.e. strong winds, heavy 
seas which impact on ship berthing and safe navigation.  The only liquids kept on site in 
excess of 10 litres are diesel fuel and dustbloc.  
 

Table 11.1: Specialist Contacts 

Contractor Contact Details 

Veolia:   – Operate sweeper machinery 132 955 

Vessel Traffic Centre  -for spillages (02) 42 744 571 

 

11.4 COMMENCE REMEDIATION WORKS 
Contact suitable contractors who specialize in remediation works.  
 

Table 11.2: Remediation Contractors 

Remediation Works Contractor Contacts 

Spillages on water Contact Port Authority of NSW (02) 42 744 571 

Land Spillages – large 
scale 

Contact Veolia 132 955 
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12. STAFF TRAINING 
 

12.1 INDUCTION 
 

All new staff will be inducted to the site prior to commencing works. 
 
The induction training will include training on the hazardous materials kept on site eg 
mineral concentrate and how handling of this material must be undertaken e.g. appropriate 
PPE to be work when loading or working in the sheds. 
 
Also lessors who rent sheds e.g. Soda Ash or contractors on site will be required to induct 
all new employees or contractors and provide evidence to PKG. 
 

12.2 REGULAR TRAINING AND MEETINGS 
 

Meetings which review operations are conducted on-site between management and staff on 
a regular basis. These meetings review issues identified by various processes, eg 
monitoring and audits. 
 
 These meeting will include training and discussion, and will include but not be limited to the 
following subjects: 
 

 operational issues,  

 safety issues and  

 environment or incident management issues.  
 

A record of dates of these formal meetings will be kept, as well as any significant issues 
raised, discussed and actions resulting.  The actions of these significant issues discussed 
will be kept on file and monitored. 
 

12.3 INFORMAL TRAINING 
 

Informal training will occur on an as needed basis, and will be the responsibility of the Site 
Manager.  Records will generally not be kept of this training unless deemed necessary by 
the Site Manager or Director. 
 
A copy of this Pollution Incident Response Plan will be maintained at the premises of PKG 
at Christy Drive, Port Kembla. 
 
All personnel involved in the site activities will have undertaken a site specific induction 
which outlines the requirements of this plan. 
 

12.4 ANNUAL TRAINING 
 

On an annual basis, and following receipt of the annual environmental audit report, site 
management and employees shall undertake a joint training exercise.  The training will 
comprise appropriate instruction and discussion on the management of pollution incidents, 
environmental issues and the workability of the current plan at the site.   
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This training shall include a review of: 
 

 Pollution Incident response procedures 
 Test workability of PIRMP 
 Site Environmental Policy; 
 Environmental objectives and targets; 
 Results of environmental monitoring; 
 Any complaints or incidents; 
 Practicalities and efficiencies of management measures and whether there are 

more effective ways to improve the pollution incident response and environmental 
performance: and 

 Commitment to continual improvement 
 

A record of the meeting, attendees and its outcomes will be documented and kept on files in 
the PKG office. 
 

12.5 SITE SIGNAGE 
 
Any discharge and monitoring points will be clearly signposted identifying their unique 
identification number.  
 
Currently there are no discharge points and no formal monitoring points. Monitoring is done 
of actual operations at certain points, and is recorded on the monitoring sheet. 
 
A sign shall also be installed at the front of the security shed with a telephone number to call 
in the event of a complaint. 
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13. COPY OF PLAN 
 

A copy of this “Pollution Incident Response Management Plan” will be kept on the PKG 
website www.pkgateway.com.au/  
 
Copies will be provided free of charge to any person who makes a written request to Port 
Kembla Gateway for a copy. 
 

14. TESTING THE PLAN   
 

This plan will be tested routinely every twelve month period, or within one month of any 
pollution incident occurring in the course of an activity to which a licence relates. 
The test will include the following procedures: 
 

 Is all the information within the plan accurate and up to date? 
 Are all the sections of the plan workable, and can they be implemented in an effective 

manner? 
 

These questions will be asked at the annual staff training. If there is not an affirmative 
answer to these questions, management will ensure the plan is revised and updated. 
 
The Plan will be revised within two months if these questions cannot be answered 
affirmatively. 
 

Reason for Testing Date of 
Test 

Persons Present PIRMP Updated 

Annual Test 11/09/2013 M Cooke, M Andrews, S 
Steele, P Till, R Brunt 
Tester: M Rowland 

11/09/2013 
- Date on plan updated, no 

other updates required 

Annual Test 18/12/2014 M Cooke, M Andrews, S 
Steele, P Till, R Brunt 
Tester: D Cook 

18/12/2014 
- Date on plan updated, no 

other updates required 

Annual Test 04/11/2015 M Cooke, M Andrews, S 
Steele, R Brunt, C 
Rowland, D Cook 
Tester: M Rowland 

04/11/2015 
- Date on plan updated 
- Included Flutriafol in chemicals 

on site list 
- Updated ‘Description and 

Likelihood of Hazards, Pre-
Emptive Actions’ table 

- Completed update of entire 
document to bring in line with 
new site operations. 

Incident – Dust emission 23 
August 2016 and Advisory 
Letter after EPA PIRMP 
review (dated 01/11/2016) 

01/11/2016 D Cook, M Cooke 
Tester: C Rowland 

01/11/2016 
- Recommendations from 

PRIMP review meeting with 
EPA/Advisory Letter were 
added to the PIRMP, contacts 
updated. 

- Reviewed PIRMP in light of 
Christy Dr shed dust emission, 
no change required. 

    

    

 

http://www.pkgateway.com.au/
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APPENDICES 
 

APPENDIX 1 - EMERGENCY CONTACT DETAILS 

 

Contact Authority Contact Person Contact Details 

Environment Protection 
Authority 

Environment Line  
After Hours 
Greg Newman 

131 555 
0427 277 313 
0408 206 035 

Port Authority of NSW 24 hr Service 
Vessel Traffic Centre 

(02) 4274 4571 

NSW Ministry of Health Public Health Officer Business Hours: (02) 4221 
6700 
After Hours:        (02) 4222 
5000 

WorkCover NSW  13 10 50 

Fire and Rescue NSW  000 

NSW Police  
 
Emergency Manager 
(Peter Cornelius) 

000 
 
(02) 4276 5126 
Mob: 0419 618 644 

NSW Ambulance Service  000 

NSW Maritime Craig Whitmore (02) 4274 7914 
Mob:  0418 429 467 
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APPENDIX 2 - EPL 702, PAGE 1 
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APPENDIX 3 – SITE PLAN 
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  APPENDIX 4 – MAP OF IMMEDIATE NEIGHBOURS 

 

 

Shed 4 

Wards Recycling 

  Bluescope Steel 
P/L 

Hyrock P/L 

Cement Australia 
 

Shed 5 
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APPENDIX 5 – LOCATION OF POTENTIAL POLLUTANTS 
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APPENDIX 6 – STORMWATER DRAINS AND DISCHARGE POINTS 

 

 
 


